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INTRODUCTION



1.1



omaki listened intently, stmining to separate the movements of a predator from lhe sounds of his comrades' footfalls. He heard nothingapparently Lesley of Liandar's enchanted bow had been sufficient to frighten away the Storm Wraiths, which had assaulted them. He cast his glance to the rear, and saw the paladin supporting Hastings. their Orrorshan companion. He still seemed in a daze from the Wraith's attack, and indeed, Tomaki realized it would be a long time before he would forget the sight of fangs sinlcing into flesh and a fine red.and·blue mist flowing from the wound. Up ahead, Skip chatted inecessantly with their guide. They had been fortunate to chance upon an Ayslish Bestiary· Keeper, one Alexander by name, to aid them in their quest. Tracking a heU bat was extemely diffirult at best, and it was a help to have someone along who was familiar with that abomination and its ways. "Our comrade doth seem fit enow to travel at a brisker pace," Lesley said. The paladin had come up beside him, and once more, Tomaki was strock by her exotic beauty. She brushed a lock of raven hair from her forehead and said firmly, "We must hurry, good warrior, lest our quarry should make good his cowardly escape." The paladin made no attempt to disguise the bitterness in her voice. The old mage, Leichester, had been a mentor of sorts to her, and it had been painful to find his body. The identity of his mwderer was, of course, apparent - none but a mage-killer could have resisted his magicks, nor plunged a spike into his brain with such force that the head was almost tom from the body. Theimage reminded him of a time not so very long ago in Osaka, and an aged friend slain by Yakuza ... yes, he could understand the need for vengeance that burned in her breast. His thoughts were interrupted by the high·pitched sound of Skip's voice. " ... And then we fought this big dog and a guy who kept fading in and out, and that's when I got my crown!" Skip was teUing their extremely patient guide. "It's supposed to belong to somebody named PellinoTe, and he had this beast, see, and ..." "Be thou silent, edeinos'" Lesley snapped. "Alexander, how far to the lair of the mage-killer?" The guide turned and smiled in so cold a marmer that Tomaki found himself reaching for the hilt of his shimsi sword. "We approach it even now, my lady. See yon cave ahead? Many a dark tale surrounds its occupant - they say he has slaughtered men in the hundreds, and protects a treasure hoard the likes of which no mortal has ever seen. It is there we shall find the monster." Lesleyseemed satisfied. Tomaki was not, but the paladin claimed to have detected no evil in the guide, and so he was silent. He moved to the forefront and beckoned the rest of the party to follow him. As silently as possible, they approached the mouth of the cave, but no noise came from within.



"It is as black as Uthorion's heart in that place," Lesley whispered. "Shalll-?" Komaki cut her off with a gesture. "No. Yow lightbringing powers would only serve to warn ow foe. Has Alexander moved to the rear?" "Aye," Lesley replied. "He protects our flank with Hastings. I crave a boon, Tomaki - allow me the honor of slaying the beast in single combat." Tomaki shook his head. "We are in Aysle, woman, and I know you value personal pride above all else. But in my home, we have learned that the forces of destruction rarely observe the rules of fair play and good conduct. No, we must proceed with stealth and strike from the shadows." "But that is not honorable!" the paladin protested. "Granted. But it is more likely to besuccessful," the renin said, in a tone which made it clear he would brook no further argument.



Soon, all was made ready. Skip had drawn his Uzi, Lesley her sword, and Tomaki stood at the mouth of the cave, a stun grenade in his hand. "Cover your eyes!" he shouted, as he tossed the "f1ashbang" into the cavern. It went off with a blinding light and a deafening explosion. The three of them charged into the cave, prepared for battle '" only to emerge moments later, perplexed. "Yow expressions are troly priceless/ they heard their guide say. He stood beside the bloodied corpse of Hastings, and he was smiling. "'I'm afraid I was being a bit too modest before," he said. "You see, that's my cave, and J must have slain at least a thousand men by now." Before their horrified eyes, Alexander began to shimmer, to change, to ... grow. When the metamorphosis was done, a Draconis Teutonica, hideous of visage and stinking of death, stood before them. "I told you I would let you know in what manner I expected to be paid for my services as guide," the great beast said, slicing the air with his claws. '1 am about to collect."



The Beasts Without As you have no doubt discerned from the above, gentle readers, it is no easy thing to challenge the creatures of Aysle. They are many, they are cunning. and they are as deadly as any dark mage. That is why I, Lauralem, and my fellow Bestiary-Keepers have compiled this volume. If you insist on unsheathing your blade in the presence of a Fire Giant or a Tainted One, it is best that you be armed with knowledge as well. To begin, let me teU you about some of the duties of a Bestiary-Keeper. It is ow task to gather and record all knowledge of the myriad creatures that stalk Aysle, to
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advise all and sundry which are hostile and which friendly, which wiD slay a traveler for food and which solely for sport. The information contained within these pages was formerly available only to Lady Pella Ardinay and Tolwyn of Tancred (although a treacherous member of our calling has delivered a copy to Uthorion - cursed be his name). However, with the sharp increase in the number of innocents slaughtered by Aysle creatures in the realm of late, Lady Pella felt it best that the general public should be informed of the dangers they face. We, the Bestiary-Keepers, concur with this opinion, and have done our very best to make these accurate accounts.



Creatures of Dark and Light In the months since Aysle spread its glory to this place called "Earth," the job of the Bestiary-Keeper has grown much more arduous. In addition to the creatures that migrated from Upper Aysle, Lower Aysle and the Land Between, countless beasts have sprung to life in the realm. These are things no Ayslish has e'er seen before, and my understanding is that they are myths of this place come to life. Whatever the truth may be, they are as dangerous as any we can call native to Aysle. This has prompted the Bestiary-Keepers to swallow their pride and begin contracting others, particularly Storm Knights, to check on creature reports, bringing back healthy specimens if possible. Inaddition, we now pay handsomely for evidence of the existence of creatures which were heretofore unknown. There are a number of different types ofcreatures present in Aysle, and they can be broken down thusly: CreaturelFolk - The rarest of all animals, these are beings that seem too advanced to be considered mere beasts, and yet not at the level of even the half-folk. They tend to live together in large groups, and will attackoutsiders only if threatened. "Hybrid" Creatures - That unusual word, coined by my esteemed comrade, Dariamar, refers to beasts which combine traits of a number of different animals. The head of a lion, the ears of an ass, the tail of a serpent, the wings of an eagle, etc. all collected in one creature is a more common occurence than one might think. These can be among the most deadly of creatures, having the strengths of many species and none of the attendant weakenesses. They are often prized by hunting parties, and a few have even been forced into extinction. Enchanted Creatures - Possessed of sorcerous power and resistant to non-enchanted weapons. these beasts are prevalent throughout Aysle and are the most difficult to capture or kill. Many are well-versed in theuseofthemysDc arts, and even the most fonnidable of warriors can be laid low by an eldritch bolt or a supernaturally sharp claw. I have learned that heroes, particularly those caned Storm Knights, will do as they wish and go where they will,



regardless of the sage counsel imparted to them. However, I must emphasize most strongly that if one encounters an enchanted creature, the couTSeof wisdom is that leading far away from the monster. Many a headstrong Ayslish paladin has ceased to be so shortly after said head was removed from his body.



If I Could Talk To the Animals Of the many prqblems faced by Core Earthers (among them, their reliance on machines which never seem to work and their often appaUing lack of knowledge about magic), one of the worst is their refusal to recognize that some of their long-held beliefs must be abandoned once in Aysle. For example, the fact that a monster is capable of speaking English does not make it any less a savage beast - it simply means the creature can explain to you exactly what it is going to do to you before it does so. In addition, the apparently benevolent appearance of some creatures often leads Core Earthers to relax their guard. As an instance of this. the fact that a peryton looks likean Earth reindeer with wings does not mean it issimply an improved denizen of the orth Pole, now better able to pull a great wizard's sled. A yeoman who foolishly offers such a creature a carrot will often find that it takes his hand asweU. Another common mistake is to minimize the difference between a "dumb animal" and a sentient beast. A pack of rats searching an alley for food scraps is far less dangerous than a pack of rat-like creatures capable of planning attacks and fond of human flesh. A good rule of thumb is, when unsure about the nature of a creature, stay away from it and summon the Home Guard. 00 NOT attempt to subdue it yourself (rapping a Draconis Aquatica on the snout with a broom stick does little good, as an unfortunate woman in Brighton recently discovered). Do not underestimate the destruction these beasts can cause or the corruption that is in their hearts, I pray you - they did not earn the appellation "monsters" without reason. Finally, a word of thanks to my fellow Bestiary·Keepers for their tireless effort in the preparation of this volume. In a pursuit where the omission of anyone entry could mean countless lives lost.such devotion toduty is that much more crucial and laudable.



-LAuralnn, Sozior BestiJJry-K«pero{ Aysle. Oxford



A Murderous Menagerie The book you hold in your hands is the result of a unique collaboration between West End Carnes and Torg players. It was a unique experiment, one whose success exceeded our expectations and one which we intend to repeat in the
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future. mthe winter of 1990-91, WEG sent out a call through the Infiniverse newsletter for creature submissions-a description, stats, and a rough sketch of the monster in question. The response was overwhelming, and a full 41 of the creatures profiled in this volume are the result of reader submissions. These are the creatures Torg players wanted to see in Aysle - creatures of mythology and legend, some timehonored. and some who sprung full-blown from the fertile imaginations ofour audience. There is much to frighten and intrigue in these pages, and hopefully this will serve to inspire our readers to participate in future contests. By the time this book sees print, the Storm Knight Character Template contest will beaver, and we will most likely be planning another creature competition. The majority of ow contributors chose CrttJlures of Orrorsh as the title they most wished to see next. with votes also being cast for CrttllurtS of 1M Nile Empire and CreaturtS of fM Uving und.



maddition to the cash and lor merchandise received by those contributors whose creatures were selected for publication, our three prize-winners - Paul Balsamo, Scott Mitchell, and Patrick Flanagan - received an unexpected bonus. So impressed were we with their work that we contracted them to do some short adventures for us, and the results can be seen in the upcoming Torg adventure collec· tion, Cylent Scream.



Important Note Thissupplementisdesigned forusewith Torg: Roleplaying 1M Possibility Wars. However, the creatures encountered within can be used with other fantasy roleplaying systems. Each entry contains a description and illustration of the creature, its complete statistics, a comparative size diagram. and maps depicting its known habitats in both the Aysle cosm and realm.
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ACID SPIDERS



The acid 'piderislheresult



of a cross-



actively hunt anyone who encroaches upon its territory, its favored weapon a



breeding ex• periment performed by Uthorion's wizards using a jump spider (see page 62) and an Orrorshan shaden. The result was a creature which is (aster, stronger, tougher and more aggressive than the jump spider, with acidic venom similar to that of the shaden. The acid spider is roughly 3.5 meters indiameter. with eight legs 1.2 meters long. Its fur is glossy black. and like the jump spider, it is extremely territorial The acid spider will



"whip" consisting of congealed acid and webbing. The acid spider usually attempts toencirde the head or neck of its victim, and an acid whip in such a location either cuts through major blood vessels in seconds or blinds the target. In either case, the victim is in such severe pain that it is incapable of defending itself, and the spider can move in for the kill. Fortunately for the resi· dents of both realm and cosm, acid spiders are "mules," incapable of breeding either with their



--



own kind or with jumpspiders. The population of the creatures is thus growing only very slowly, as each one must be bred by Uthorion's lieutenants. The add spider is a nocturnal animal, and is immune to damage from its addic secretions.



Domain Add spiders reside in the Dark areas of the Aysle realm and have migrated to the temperate and tropical zones of the Aysle cosmo They prefer dimly-lit areas such as caves, basements and attics.
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Standard Acid Spider DEXTERITY 10 Dodge 11, long jumping 12, maneuver 12, stealth 12, unarmed combat 13 STRENGTH 11 Climbing 13 TOUGHNESS 13 PERCEPTION 10 Find 12, tracking 12, trick (12) MIND 7 Test 10 CHARISMA 4 Charm (18), persuasion (18), taunt (2) SPIRIT 6 Intimidation 11 Possibility Potential: some (60) Natural Tools: pincers, damage value STR+4/15; acid whip, damage value 14, -3 to armor Toughness adds per round. Target must generate Strength total of 11 to escape each round or continue to take damage.



DOMAIN



Upper Aysle



Lower Aysle



Aysle Realm



SIZE REFERENCE



Discovered by Steve Crow



T
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BEANSIDHE I



... -



Among the creatures of myth which have reap·



• peared in the British Isles since the



Ayslish invasion is the bean



sidhe (pronounced "ban'· shee")' the Gaelic "faerie woman." Sources among thesoliumfaeriesassertthat this description of the bean sidhe is a misnomer, that she is, in fact, a tortured spirit and no relation to the faerie race.



Bean sid he appear as pale, ghostly women shrouded in tattered grey robes, their faces hooded.
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Their keening wails, which



can be heard for a mile or more, distract and frighten



the unwary, and are can· sidered to be an omen of death, or at least ill fortune. Bean sidhe seem to pre-



fer desolate moors and ru· inOO buildings. Encounters



with them have become more frequent in recent months, indicating that their numbers are increas· ing or they are simply drawing closer to populated ar-



eas. They do not seem to have taken sides in the civil war, proclaiming death for soldiers of the Darkasoften as soldiers of the Light.



Domain Bean sid he are found throughout northern and central Ireland, and scattered sightings have also been reported in Scotland and Wales. There are also reports of the crea tu.res on the continent of Aysle in the cosm, but whether they are natives of the disk-world or recent emigres is unknown.



Standard Bean Sidhe



DOMAIN



DEXTERITY 11



Dodge 13, maneuver 13, stealth 13, unarmed combat 12 STRENGTH 10 TOUGHNESS 12 PERCEPTIO 1] Find 14, tracking 12, trick 13 MIND 10 Test 16 CHARISMA 10 Charm OS), persuasion OS), taunt 14 SPIRIT 14 Intimidation 19 Possibility Potential: some (40) .J.turoal Tools: claws, damagevalueSTR+3/13; in addition, the bean sidhe can wail three times per night, an intimidation attack of 22 against everyone within range of her voice. Charac· ters suffer the effects of the wail fora numberofrounds equal to the number of result points achieved by the attack. On a setback result, the target suffers a ·3 pen· alty toall actions. On a break result, the character feels compelled to flee in panic from the source of the sound. On a player's call, the la'1letcha",cte";sparalyzed with fear and cannot take an action for the duration of the effect. Characters can "shake off" the wail's effects by generating a Mind or wil1powtr total of 23 or by slaying the bean sidhe.



Upper Aysle



Lower Aysle



Aysle Realm



SIZE REFERENCE



Discovered by Brian Schaner



T
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Black



--



un'-



c~rns a~e the



diametric op-



JXlSites of their • white bretheren. Where the white unicorn represents honor, the black stands for corroption; where the white uses his power to drive away the evils that gather in water overnight, the black acts to multiply them; where the white can be lured from its lair by the prescence of a virgin maid, the black will leave its home only in hopes of slaying her. Ukethewhite. black uniroms can alter their shape to that of a human beinSt at



which JX'int their hom turns into aspirit lance. TheirgoaI, in whatever form, is to lure the honorable to the path of Darkness. They regard white unicorns as their mortal enemies, and it is said that the first black unicorn came to be when it betrayed its fellows to a hunting party to save its own life. Since that time, black unicorns have descended further and fur· ther into corruption, until the color of their hides matches thai of their hearts. Black unicorns are known tobein theserviceofUthor· ian-infact,theyareamong the creatures most loyal to



him (along with the Witherers). The Dark High Lord earned their trust by pledging to destroy all whiteunicornsinbothcosm and realm when he is returned to power.



Domain Black unicorns live in the temperate and tropical zones of the Aysle cosm, preferring the Dark areas. In therealm, they have been sighted in northern England, lreland, and the islands of Gotland, Oland, and Bornholmoff theSwedish coast.
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Standard Black Unicom DEXTERITY 12 Dodge 13, maneuver 14, running 14, stealth 13, unanned combat 14 STRENGTH 13 TOUGHNESS 12 PERCEPTION 13 Alteration magic 16, divination magic 15. find 14, trick 14 MlND1t Test OS), willpower 15 CHARISMA 7 Charm 14, persuasion 12, taunt 10 SPIRIT 8 Corruption 12, intimidation 11, reality 13 Possibility Potential: all



Arcane Knowledges: magic 7, water 7 Spells: detect magic, poison water Natural Tools: horn, damage value SfR+5/18; hooves, damage value



DOMAIN



Upper Aysle



Aysle Realm



Lower Aysle



.,



STR+3/16



SIZE REFERENCE



Discoovvtd by Mark L. Chana I.
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NECROLEPUS



[Ij] :.-...



The



neno-



lepus is a creatureofScottish mythology, brought to life by the retum of magic lathe country. The beast relies on stealth, trickery and its deceptively innocent appearance to lure victims dose enough for it to attack. The necrolepus resembles a wild hare, being 41 centimeters in length, with brown fur and long ears. But its mouth is filled with fangs and it is most definitely a meat.-eater. A single necrolepus can bring down an Ayslish warrior with littlediffieulty, launch-
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ing itself at him and tearing 1>is throat (a vital blow attack) before the human can even unsheath his sword. The necrolepus benefits from strength and agility of sorcerous origin. and makes quick work of those opponents who do not p0ssess enchanted weapons. out



The necrolepus has no one habitat. Some live deep inside caves, preying on explorers and leading talegends of great beasts guard-



ing fabulous treasures within. Others live in huge warrens, occasionally even sharing living space with their vegetarian cousins. Once their presence is



discovered in an area, en· tirecommunities will set out to slaughter anything even remotely resembling a hare. The necrolepus often escapes in the confusion and moves on to another place, to hunt and kill once more.



Domain The necrolepus can be found throughout Scotland and Ireland, and the islands of the Hebrides. Although no accurate count has ever been made, it is believed their numbers are increasing at a frightening rate.



Standard Necrolepus DEXTERITY 14 Acrobatics 16, dodge 16, long jumping 17, maneuver 15, running 15, stealth 17, unarmed. combat 19 STRENGTH 10 TOUGHNESS 13/14 PERCEPTION 9 Tracking 13, trick 15 MIND 6 Survival 13, test (12) CHARISMA 6 Charm (20), persuasion (25), taunt (15) SPIRIT 9 Intimidation (20) Additional Skills: two at +2 adds Possibility Potential: some (45) Natural Tools: teeth, damage value sTR+6/16; hide, armor value TOU+1/



DOMAIN



Upper Aysle



Aysle Realm



Lower Aysle



..



14



Note: immune to shock and KO damage from non· magical weapons.



SIZE REFERENCE



Discovered by the BestiaryKeepers of Aysle



T
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The



n;ghl-



haunt, also known as the "hijacker demon:' is feared



by all Ayslish for its habit of snatching those travelers foolish enough to walk



along the roads at night and carrying them off to its dO"" main.



Nighthaunts are relatively few in number, both in the cosm and the realm, but they have been blamed for hundreds of disappearances since the outbreak of



the



Possibility



Wars.



Nighthaunts are small, few growing larger than 1.5 meters, and their bodies are thin and wiry. Despite this, they have extraordinary strength, having been seen



to lift men in full armor off their mounts. The nighthaunt appears asa shadowy black humanoid with tattered wings resembling those of a hal. It has eyes like burning embers. which are constantly searching for prey. Its arms and legssport vidousdaws, and although no mouth is visible on its face, it is capable of delivering a nasty bite. Nighthaunts normally attack in parties of 3-5, and prefer solitary victims or small groups. Occasionally, nighthaunts will attempt to lure wayfarers into a trap by simulating the cries of a human child and then pouncing when their vie--



tim comes to investigate. Nighthauntsalsoenjoy kid· napping only one member from a group and then taunting the others to dare and try to find them. Just what the nighthaunts do with their vic· ti.ms is unknown. Some legends claim the demons use them for food, but a more likely explanation is that they are sold to Dark folk as slave labor.



Domain Nighthaunts are found in the more secluded sections of the continent of Aysle. as well as in Ireland, Scotland, and Denmark.
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Nighthaunt DEXTERITY 14 Dodge 15, flight 15, maneuver 16, stealth 16, unanned. combat 15 STRENGTH 13 Lifting 14 TQUGHNESS9 PERCEPTION 11 Find 12, language 12, tracking 13, trick 16 MIND 9 Test 13 CHARISMA 12 Chann 15, persuasion 16, taunt 16 SPIRIT 9 Intimidation 12 Possibility Potential: none Natural Tools: claws, damage value STR+2/15; fangs. damage value sTR+2/15; wings, speed value 15



DOMAIN



Upper Aysle



Aysle Realm



Lower Aysle



..



SIZE REFERENCE
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Iril
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formsofpeople who died before realizing their possibility energy p0tential. Reanimated by the Aysle axiom wash, they stalk the night seeking to drain such energy from the living. They travel along the storm fronts on foot, although some have been known to use modes of transportation they were familiar with in life. They attack much like vampyres, save that instead of blood flowing from the victim, the



red and blue mist of Possibilities is drained. Storm Wraiths are vulnerable to magic and sun· light, but are immune to shock and KOconditions in physical combat.



Domain Storm Wraiths keep to theborder landsofthe Aysle realm, and have been sighted in London and the USSR. Reports of sightings in the realm's interior have yet to be confirmed.



Storm Wraiths DEXTERITY 11 Dodge 14, stealth 13, unarmed combat 13 STRENGTH 15 TOUGHNESS 10 PERCEPTION 11 Alteration magic 12. divination magic 14. find 12, tracking 12 MIND6 WUlpower9 CHARISMA 5 Charm (20), persuasion (20), taunt (20) SPIRIT 15 Intimklation 16, reality 16 Possibility Potential: all Arcane Knowledges:



earth 3
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T Spells: paralyZiltion Natural Tools: Storm Wraiths have the ability to sense possibility energy within a radius of 100 melers. The Wraiths must generate a reality total against a difficulty number of 8. After the skill bonus has been added, add a second bonus number by finding the number of Possibilities possessed by the target on the Bonus Chart (i.e., a target with only one Possi· bility would provide a ·12 modifier to the skill total), Storm Wraiths drain Possibilties in the same manner as a reality storm. The Wraith grabs its victim and holds him for one round. In the second round, the Wraith bites. doing physical damage and draining Possibilities as per the Storm Results table (compare reality skill totals of Wraith and victim). The vic· tim can stop the drain only by breaking free of the Wraith. Once the victim's Possibilities are exhausted, he Is killed, only to rise again as a Storm Wraith. Claws, damage value STR+3/18; fangs, damage value STR+4/19 Note: Immune to shock and KO conditions from nonm-magical weapons. Stonn Wraiths take damage value 25 per round when exposed to sunlight.
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DOMAIN



Upper Aysle



Aysle Realm



Lower Aysle



•



SIZE REFERENCE



Discovered by Scott Mitchell
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Third Prize



TAINTED ONES 1



"' "-



,



IVijI



The Tainted Ones area foul and malignant type of un· dead, true followersofCorba'al. Theyare thoroughly corrupt entities who exist only to corrupt others. Tainted Ones may be of any of the races of Aysle, and first appear as hideous and gaunt versions --



of their former setyes. Over the years, they decompose



into shambling and bony wretches, until they eventually - theoretically, at least - crumble into piles of ash and dust.
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The existence of the Tainted Ones' stems from the Ayslish LawofCorruption, and their very touch is able to blacken the soul. Tainted Ones do not eat or sleep; they have no emotions or desires beyond the need to twist those of others. Tainted Ones may only bedestroyedcompletelyby purifying them. After one is temporarily immobilized by damage, the body must be blessed by the follower of a god of Honor and then respectfully buried. If this



procedure is performed



\



improperly, the Tainted One will rise and reform. Severing the the head para· Iyzes the creature, prevent· ing it from taking any ac· tion- however, if theaforementioned. ceremony is not performed., the head will rejoin the body within three days.



Domain Tainted. Ones have been seen to reside throughout the Aysle realm and cosm.



Tainted Ones



DOMAIN



DEXTERITY 9 Dodge 11. maneuver 10, stealth 10, unanned combat 12 STRENGTH 14 TOUGHNESS 12 PERCEPTION 7 Find 9, tracking 9, trick (13)



MIND 6 Test (2), willpower (13)



CHARISMA 7 Chann (20), persuasion (8), taunt (25) SPIRIT 9 Corruption 13, faith (Corba'a1) 14, intimidation 17 Possibility Potential: none Natural Tools: As per original folk, with the addition of a corruptive touch. A corruption attack is possible whenever a successful unarmed combat attack is made. The Tainted One can add corruption points to a victim by generating a successful corruption total against a difficulty number of an opponent's Spirit. If this attack is successful, corruption points are added to (or honor points subtracted from - see page 51 of the Aysle sourcebook) the target. On a Minimal success, one corruption point is added; on an Average success, two, on a Good success, three; on a Superior success, four; and on a Spectacular success, five points are added. U the target should die before eliminating aU of these corruption points, he will rise again as a Tainted One. Note: Immune to shock and KO conditions, except when caused by enchanted weapons. Vulnerable to magic and miracles.
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Thessarians are a race of



creatures



hated and feared in the Aysle cosm for their mali· dous natures and their p0tent magic. Theyarewidely believed to be the descendants of Ayslish sea set· pents, who evolved to resemble man-lizards. They retain thedawsand teeth of their ancestors, but are smaller (roughly two meters in height), bipedal, and more intelligent. The thessarians are best known for their vengeful. ness- their chief activity is planning and executing elaborate schemes of revenge against those who
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have committed real or imagined wrongs against them. Thessarians are am· phibious, but are at their most dangerous in the water, where they will stalk vessels and punch holes in hulls, frighten away fish, or use their sorcery to cause gales to whip upon the sea, Often, they will swim alongside a boat only to taunt the sailors with the knowledge that soon the thessarians will take their revenge. Thessariansoccasionally act as masters of small ships crewed by drounen they have raised (see separate entry). The thessarians will summon winds and waves and attempt toswamp their



foe's boat, or order the drounen to board the other vessel.lt is said that no one who encounters a thessarianon the open sea lives to reach shore.



Domain Thessarians are native to the icy waters on the outer rim of both Upper and Lower Aysle. In the realm, they have been sighted in the Gulf of Bothnia between Sweden and Finland, and there are unconfirmed reports of them along the northern coast of Norway and in cold-water lakes throughout Scandinavia.
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Standard Thessarian



DOMAIN



DEXTERITY 12 ~ge IS, maneuver 14, prestidigitation 13, stealth 16, swimming 18, unarmed combat 16 STRENGTH1? TOUGHNESS 10 PERCEPTION 12 Alteration magic 16, tracking IS, trick 17 MIND 12



Conjuration magic 15, test 16 CHARISMA 12 Charm IS, persuasion 17, taunt 19 SPIRIT 13 Intimidation 16 Possibility Potential: some (20) Arcane Knowledgu: UJQtn 17, air 15, entity 15 Spells: wafer spray. Ultflfhn control, raise zom~ Natural Tools: claws, damage value STR+3/20; teeth, damage value STR+3/20
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Trelantors are tree-like creatures which ,,,'''-' make their home in the darker parts of Ayslish forests, hoping to snare the unwary as they pass. Although they resemble plants, even to the point of --



having bark, they are in truth carnivorous animals. Their "branches" are actually arms, their "roots" legs, and though their movement is limited by their bu1I< they have found stealth and surprise to be effective weap-ons. Trelantors average four to six meters in height, and rommonlyhaveamultitude of arms and legs. Typical behavior for the creature is to stand motionless in the forest as a traveler approaches, then reach out witha "branch" and wrap it around the victim. The trelantor will squeeze until
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its prey loses consciousness, then drop it and begin tear-



ing off pieces and feed. The trelantor does have a large mouth. but when it is shut, it looks like a gash made by a sloppy woodsman. If a trelantor's initial attack fails, it runs a great risk of being destroyed. Jtis difficult for it to elude a pursuer unless it can find a grove of trees which will provide effective camouflage. For this reason, three or four trelantors will com· monIy hunt together, enabling some to strike while a target's attention is fixed on the others.



Domain Trelantors have taken root in themore heavily forested areas of Upper Aysle and northern England and Scotland.



Trelantor DEXTERITY 5



DOMAIN



Dodge 7, maneuver 9, stealth 15, unarmed combat 13 STRENGTH 21 Lifting 22 TOUGHNESS 15/18 PERCEPTION 10 Find 11, tracking 13, trick 16



MIND6 Surviva19, test 11 CHARISMA 7 Charm (20). persuasion (25), taunt 10 SPIRIT 9 Intimidation 18 Possibility Potential: none Natural Tools: bark, ar· mor value TOU+3/18; branches, damage value



STR+3/24
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